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Since 1927, Arrow-Magnolia 
has helped people solve 
their cleaning and 
maintenance problems with 
the finest products 
available today.

HIGHLIGHTS

-Keep out of reach of children.

-Do not puncture or incinerate 

containers.

-Do not store at temperatures 

above 130 ° F.

-Avoid breathing vapors.

-Refer to SDS for additional 

safety information.

-Multi Purpose NLGI #2 Bentone 

Based Grease

-Penetrates & Quickly Sets Up 

-Withstands Extreme 

Temperatures To 500°F 

-Handles Extreme Pressure & 

Heavy Loads

-Superior Water Resistance 

-Non Chlorinated

-Vapor Pressure: 25-46 

-Volatility: N/A   

-Solubility: Insoluble         

-Specific Gravity: 0.81 

-Vapor Density: N/A 

-pH: N/A 

-Evaporation Rate: N/A

-Physical Description: Red 

Grease w/Solvent Odor 

INSTA-LUBE
AEROSOL
DESCRIPTION:
INSTA-LUBE is a multi-purpose, heavy load, high 
temperature No. 2 red grease in a convenient easy to 
use aerosol. The product is extremely versatile and 
can be used on anything needing a heavy duty 
bentone based grease. 

INSTA-LUBE sprays out of the can as a thin liquid. As 
the carrier evaporates, it quickly thickens and sets up 
into thick NLGI #2  grease. Superior cohesive, 
adhesive, clinging properties allows INSTA-LUBE to 
be used in wet conditions and allows it to be sprayed 
onto vertical surfaces without the fear of the product 
running off. 

INSTA-LUBE lubricates moving parts to prevent wear, 
protects against rust, corrosion, and oxidation. 
Product contains no harmful chlorinated solvents. 

Automotive//machine uses: Lubricate brake and gear 
shift mechanism, steering parts, hinges, latches, 
distributor cams, cables, tracks, gears, sprockets, 
chains, pumps, hinges, bearings and much more.

DIRECTIONS:

-Hold container upright 6 to 8 inches from the 
surface to be sprayed. Spray area to be treated 
liberally and allow sufficient time for complete 
penetration, 20 to 30 seconds. 

-For extremely rusted and corroded parts additional 
product made be used and tapping or heating may 
be required. 

-Note: when changing the spray nozzle or inserting 
the extension tube always point the arrow on the 
spray nozzle away from your face and eyes.

 distributed by:

 ARROW - MAGNOLIA INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
 2646 Rodney Lane
 Dallas, Texas 75229
 Toll Free: 800.527.2101
 www.arrowmagnolia.com
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